Important information in this email:
● Champs Volunteer Sign-Ups on the team website:
https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10C0E48A4AD2AA5FCCF8-bhsc
● Volunteer Sign Ups on the team website: https://www.swimbhsc.com/volunteer.html
● Team Gear has arrived and can be picked up on deck
● Lost and Found on deck for any missing items
Important Dates:
● Wednesday, July 20th: FV @ BHSC (Senior Night)
Dear Boar’s Head Families,
Thank you to our volunteers and swimmers for helping the meet run smoothly. We finished 30
minutes ahead of schedule! I want to recognize Henry Smith for breaking the 11-12 boys 50-meter
butterfly record this past week. As we enter the final few weeks of the season, I want to bring a few things
to your attention. Next week the meet will be senior night. The theme will be “tropical” to match “ohana,”
the word for family in Hawaiian. Please come ready to support our seniors and enjoy our last meet of the
season. Additionally, as we approach JSL champs, we need to fill our volunteer positions by July
20th. I will attach a link to sign up above, and on the team website. For the position “team leader” any
13 and ups that would like to help, please reach out. Per Jeanette Cohen’s earlier email, volunteering is
the best way to see your kid swim! Please reach out with any questions regarding volunteer positions.
I will send out a second email directly after this email with more information regarding laser
tag for our older swimmers, an RSVP for the end-of-season banquet, our JSL kick-off party, and team ads.
I want to clarify those team ads are a fundraiser for the team, so any ad purchased will help us to buy
things like the fins and paddles we used this year.
Wednesday’s meet against Fairview should run similarly to our meet with FLST. The FV meet
will be competitive and full. I have done my best to get swimmers into as many events as they can legally
complete in a timely manner. Since I will be entering swimmers into possible full events, there will be
several exhibition entries, which are noted by an “X” next to the entry. If your swimmer is not entered in
the FV meet (or a specific event) and you believe they should be, there are a few possible explanations:
1) I may have made a mistake. If this is the case, I apologize in advance. Please let me know by
shooting me a quick email.
2) Your swimmer has not submitted the meet form and/or the JSL form. If this is the case, both
forms can be found on the team website under registration here:
https://www.swimbhsc.com/registration.html. Once you have submitted the necessary forms,
please send me an email and I will enter your swimmer into the meet.
3) Your athlete is not able to complete an event in a legal and timely manner. This applies to all
age groups. Over the past few weeks, the coaching staff have worked hard to help as many
swimmers reach this threshold as possible, but not everyone is quite there yet. I want to
emphasize that this is okay! If swimmers aren’t ready for this meet, we have plenty of time for
swimmers to grow and develop.
4) We have a limited number of entries for each event (excluding freestyle and 8&U backstroke).
Exhibition entries are used to try to get as many swimmers into events as possible, but exhibition
entries are not guaranteed swims.
I have attached tentative entries for our meet this week, along with time results from our meet with FLST.

I have received all our team suits and gear ordered from our vendor. Team gear and ribbons
can be picked up on the BHSC pool deck during any practice. We have also accumulated a substantial
lost and found, so if you or your swimmer are missing something, please stop and ask a coach to see if we
have it.
Go Boarfish!
Noah

